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Introduction to this Document

This document provides a framework for public participation and collaboration among all parties
involved in the Tonto National Forest Plan Revision Process. It has been developed through
sessions with public, key stakeholders, partner agencies, and Tonto National Forest staff. This
public participation strategy describes the roadmap for how and when the public can be
involved in developing the Tonto Forest Plan, from the early phases of planning through
finalization of the plan and subsequent monitoring.
The term “public” used in this document is a broad term that includes private citizens but also
local, state, regional and national government entities, federally recognized Indian Tribes,
formal collaborative groups, cooperating agencies, special interest groups, community groups,
and others.

Development of this Document

In January 2014, a series of 18 one-hour Listening Sessions were held in Globe, Payson,
Scottsdale and Mesa. These sessions provided an opportunity for the Tonto National Forest to
learn more about how communities and stakeholders work together, how local issues may
present challenges for engagement, and how groups and individuals would like to work together
in this Forest Plan Revision process.
In March 2014, two Organizing for Public Participation Workshops were hosted in Tempe and
Tonto Basin. The workshops sought specific input from stakeholders about how people want to
participate in this planning process.
In September/October 2016, a series of 7 Needs to Change Meetings were held in Tonto Basin,
Payson, Globe, Young, Mesa, Phoenix, and Cave Creek. The meetings discussed Needs to Change
themes in a small group setting where comments and discussion were encouraged to be able to
later on create Needs to Change statements. Once the meeting concluded feedback forms were
passed out asking for input on the content and structure of the meeting.
Questions asked included: what did you enjoy most about this meeting? What suggestions do
you have for improving this meeting? Has the Tonto provided enough helpful information to
adequately participate in this meeting? Do you have ideas about future venues for Tonto
meetings in your community?
The information and ideas shared in these sessions, along with input from Tonto National Forest
staff, and consideration of relevant laws and guidelines, were combined to create this
document. It should serve as a guide and a reference for the planning process ahead. As the
process unfolds, it may be updated to reflect new information and a better understanding of
local contexts stakeholder preferences; plans and activities may also be adapted to respond to
emerging opportunities. This strategy was written by Southwest Decision Resources, an
independent third-party facilitation team assisting with process design, collaboration and
facilitation in this plan revision process in November 2014. This strategy has since been modified
by the Tonto National Forest plan revision team to incorporate new information and best
practices.
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Public Participation Objectives

Based on the information and ideas shared by the public, the Tonto National Forest has
identified a set of objectives for public participation and collaboration throughout the Plan
Revision Process. These objectives include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish and maintain effective working relationships and open communication
channels with internal and external audiences.
Increase awareness, allow for shared learning, and promote a common understanding
of the importance of the planning process and the forest plan.
Work closely with members of the public to clarify concerns and seek feedback on how
to meet challenges presented by the planning process.
Remain flexible with public engagement tools, times, and locations in order to meet the
needs of our diverse stakeholders.
Provide information to the public and seek suggestions as well as feedback on potential
issues and concerns.
Provide sufficient objective information to the public to convey an understanding of
intended actions, processes, and preliminary issues.
Engage the public to exchange information with each other and work together on one
or more issues during the planning process.
Promote constructive open dialogue, debate and deliberation among different
perspectives.
Encourage input and feedback throughout all phases of the planning process.
Provide opportunities to exchange data and information.
Communicate key messages regarding Forest Plan Revision and the resulting document
that will guide management decisions on the Tonto National Forest for the next 15
years.

Plan Revision Overview

The Tonto National Forest is the fifth largest forest in the United States, and one of the most
visited. However, the resources of this nearly 3 million acre forest are currently managed under
a forest plan that is almost 30 years old (Tonto National Forest Plan - 1985). According to the
National Forest Management Act, forest plans must be updated at least every 15 years.
Updating the Tonto NF Forest Plan - to reflect current resource conditions and trends, and an
improved understanding of science, sustainability, land management, community needs and
desires, and stakeholder interests and concerns - is long overdue.

What is a Forest Plan?

A forest plan is a framework for integrated resource management and decision-making over the
next 15 years. It sets out a vision for land management, describing the desired conditions in the
forest, and lays out specific objectives and guidelines for how to achieve the desired forest
condition.
The plan will address not only environmental/ecosystem health, but also social and economic
factors related to forest use and management. The final product of the planning process will be
a forest plan that establishes the overarching vision and guidance for managing the Tonto into
the future. The forest plan does not make site-specific decisions or detail specific projects, but it
does provide guidelines for making decisions about future projects and uses.
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Forest Planning Rule

The 2012 National Forest System land management planning rule for land management
planning for the USDA Forest Service was published in the Federal Register on April 9, 2012, and
it is now being applied throughout the National Forest System as individual forests revise their
Forest Plans. The new planning rule outlines a planning process that is adaptive and sciencebased, engages the public, and is designed to be efficient, effective, and within the Agency’s
ability to implement.
The 2012 planning rule emphasizes “a transparent, collaborative process that allows for
effective public participation, and it includes requirements to engage the public, Tribes, other
government agencies, and groups and communities that have been at times under-represented
in planning, such as youth and minorities.” The rule reflects the Forest Service commitment that
a collaborative planning approach will result in improved relationships and plans that better
meet the needs of diverse communities, which in turn will translate into more successful
projects and activities developed under the plans. The planning rule explicitly directs Forest
Service leadership to provide opportunities for the public to participate in all phases of Plan
Revision: assessment, proposal development, commenting on all aspects of NEPA
documentation, and reviewing the results of monitoring information.

Planning Phases

The three basic phases of the planning process are Assessment, Plan Revision, and
Monitoring/Implementation.

The purpose of the Assessment Phase (2014 – 2017) is to rapidly evaluate current resource
conditions and trends on the forest. The assessment draws on existing scientific data and
information, as well as sources of local knowledge. Public engagement in this phase focuses on
identifying communities’ values and concerns related to the forest, and ensuring that all
relevant data sources are included. The assessment will help determine what is still working in
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the current 1985 forest plan, and outline what needs to be changed (also known as the “Need to
Change”) as the existing plan is revised.
The Plan Revision Phase (2017 – 2019) encompasses all planning guidelines and requirements
under the 2012 Planning Rule, National Forest Management Act, and the National
Environmental Policy Act, or NEPA (see NEPA and the Forest Service). The revision process
includes the development of new plan components (desired conditions, objectives, standards
and guidelines), which reflect different management scenarios, known as alternatives.
Environmental analysis is completed on all alternatives, and shared with the public in the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), along with the identification of the Forest Service’s
Preferred Alternative. After public input has been considered, the DEIS will be updated and
finalized in the Final EIS, followed by a period of public objection. The final Record of Decision
(or ROD) is anticipated by the end of 2019.
After the revised forest plan is in place, Implementation and Monitoring (2019-2034) will be
ongoing throughout the life of the plan. Monitoring of forest plan implementation is continuous
and provides feedback for the planning cycle by testing relevant assumptions, tracking relevant
conditions over time, and measuring management effectiveness. As mentioned above, public
participation is expected to offer important contributions to monitoring efforts.

Public Participation and Forest Plan Revision

The 2012 Planning Rule defines “collaboration” as “a structured [process] in which a collection
of people with diverse interests share knowledge, ideas, and resources while working together
in an inclusive and cooperative manner toward a common purpose.” Collaboration, in the
context of Forest Plan Revision, falls within the full spectrum of public engagement described in
the Council on Environmental Quality’s publication of October, 2007: Collaboration in NEPA— A
Handbook for NEPA Practitioners.

In designing opportunities for collaboration and public participation, the Forest Service has been
directed to consider the discrete roles, jurisdictions, responsibilities, and skills of interested and
affected parties; the accessibility of the process, opportunities, and information; and the
practical aspects of cost, time, and available staffing. Plan Revision guidelines encourage
individual forests to be proactive in engaging the public and use appropriate, contemporary
tools, including the Internet and other creative approaches. The guidelines also underscore the
importance of sharing information in an open, transparent way with all interested parties.

Guiding Principles for Public Participation and Collaboration

Public participation activities are integral parts of the plan revision process. The Tonto National
Forest is committed to working with all interested parties to build a forest plan that is developed
collaboratively. The goal is to strive for elements of plan recommendations that are reached
through broad public participation and collaboration, reflect input from diverse stakeholders,
incorporate local knowledge and experience, conform to current laws and regulations, and are
based on substantial agreement and support.
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The following collaborative principles, developed in partnership with stakeholders during the
listening sessions and collaboration strategy workshops, will be applied throughout the process:
1. Honest and direct communication, with greater transparency and enhanced
opportunities for public participation throughout the planning process.
2. Collaborative identification of existing and desired social, economic, and ecological
conditions.
3. Sound decision-making based on attempts to achieve consensus among stakeholders.
4. Creation of innovative plan elements that are beneficial to communities and natural
resources, and result in enhanced capacity through collaborative partnerships.
Based on input received during the collaboration workshops in 2014, a set of desired roles and
responsibilities were outlined for all participating stakeholders.
All parties:
• Be objective, be respectful, be accountable
• Listen to, and be respectful of divergent viewpoints
• Identify and focus on common ground
• Learn from the past but focus on the future; check your assumptions about others
• Share knowledge, data, and information
• Be willing to learn from one another
• Value each other’s time
• Commit to the process
• Encourage the younger generation and minorities to participate
Forest Service:
• Be inclusive of all stakeholder groups and incorporate diverse perspectives
• Communicate consistently, frequently, and in a timely manner in plain language
• Provide educational materials prior to public meetings so members of the community
can be prepared for topics discussed
• Demonstrate progress through the planning process
• Execute timely feedback
• Use best available science and communicate clearly about its origins, advantages,
limitations, and application in all phases of the process
• Rely on, value, and incorporate local knowledge; recognize the importance of the forest
resources to adjacent communities
• Demonstrate effective internal collaboration and communication
• Utilize various ways of reaching stakeholders
• Exercise flexibility and adaptive management
• Create a plan that is easy to read, clear, and understandable
Facilitators:
• Facilitate inclusivity of all affected stakeholders
• Demonstrate examples of collaboration principles
• Keep groups and process moving forward
• Prevent grandstanding of particular individuals and/or organizations
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•
•

Facilitate effective communication and provide opportunities to mediate divergent
perspectives, as appropriate
Bring collaboration best practice into the design and facilitation of the Tonto Forest Plan
Revision process

Who is Involved in Forest Plan Revision

All members of the public who share an interest in the future of land and resource management
on the Tonto National Forest are encouraged to participate in Plan Revision. The working list of
Tonto Forest Plan Revision stakeholders can be requested by emailing tontoplan@fs.fed.us, and
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business and chambers
Clubs
Community groups
Diversity/Civil Rights organizations
Energy
Environmental and conservation organizations
Federal elected officials
Federal government
Fire Safety and Community Protection
Local elected officials
Local government
Media
Natural Resource Conservation Districts
Other Interest Groups
Permittees
Recreation – Dispersed (Aviation, Biking, Equestrians, Hiking, Hunting and Fishing, OHV,
Rafting, Shooting)
Recreation - Private (RV, Camping, Etc.)
Regional government
State elected officials
State government
Water supply interests
University – Cooperative Extension
University and College - Researchers and Students
Youth-related organizations

Please note that, if requested, the working list will not include the contact information of Tonto
Forest Plan Revision stakeholders.
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Tribes

Tribal engagement will follow government-to-government consultation. The Tonto National
Forest will continuously seek to engage with tribes through the plan revision process. Many of
the tribes who consider the Tonto National Forest an important place, both spiritually and
culturally, have a strong interest in the management of the natural resources of the national
forest. Tribal engagement efforts for the Tonto National Forest plan revision have been, and will
continue to be, conducted with various approaches. Consultation with tribes will consist of inperson meetings, formal letters and phone calls to all tribal groups with ancestral ties to the
national forest.

Forest Service – Who is Involved in the Forest Plan Revision Process
Within the Forest Service, there are several units and teams that are involved in the plan
revision process. In summary, from local to national, the roles are as follows:
a. Tonto NF Interdisciplinary Team (IDT)
• Forest Planner: Manages, organizes, and serves as the primary point of contact for
the revision process.
• Core Team: Four member team 100% dedicated to forest plan revision effort
providing planning, and vegetation and wildlife management support. This team
includes the forest planner, assistant forest planner, ecological lead, and wildlife
lead.
• Extended Team: 10-15 member team consisting of Tonto National Forest staff and
contractors support devoting 15-20% of time to plan revision effort in the areas of
air, fire ecology, GIS, social and economic resources, cultural resources,
lands/special uses, minerals/energy, range, recreation, infrastructure, scenery,
silviculture, soils, tribal resources, and water resources.
b. Management Team
• District Rangers: Liaisons to forest communities and constituents on plan revision
issues.
• Tonto NF Supervisor: Responsible official for approval of plan revision.
• Regional Forester: Serves as reviewing officer for the objection process. Approves
the Species of Conservation Concern list for the forest.
c. Regional Office (RO) Revision Team
• Facilitates understanding of the 2012 Planning Rule. Reviews revision documents
(Assessment Report, Draft/Final Plans, DEIS/FEIS, RODs, plan/EIS evaluation
documents (wilderness, RNA, W&SR, and timber suitability, etc.)). Provides
technical transfer and RO assistance in support of conducting ecological and
socio/economic-based assessments identified in the 2012 Rule.
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Participation Overview

There will be a variety of opportunities to participate throughout the planning process. The goal
is to create a revised forest plan that incorporates the interests of the forest, agencies,
communities, organizations, and the general public. Public engagement, participation and
dialogue throughout the planning process are critical. The Wild and Scenic River Process and
Wilderness Process are parallel to plan revision and have separate timelines within the plan
revision process. More information on those timelines and opportunities to engage below.
The purpose of public engagement in the Tonto Forest Plan Revision process will vary depending
on the planning phase. The following table provides an overview of the major planning phases
and the corresponding purpose of public engagement.
Planning phase
Assessment
(Completed)

Plan Revision –
Notice of Intent
(Completed)
Plan Revision Alternatives
Development

Purpose of public engagement
• Education on key resource areas
• Gather local knowledge on current resource conditions and trends
• Identification of data/information that FS needs to consider
• Establish “Need to Change”
• Comments on Draft Assessment and Needs to Change documents.
• Official written comments on the Notice of Intent to initiate plan
revision (45 days)
•
•

•
•

Identify primary issues that need to be addressed in the plan
Share ideas for management options/components to address
identified issues (objectives, guidelines, strategies, thresholds?)
Share feedback on alternatives drafts as they are iteratively
developed
Develop indicators and monitoring plan
Official written comments on draft (45-90 days)

•

Official objections

•

Develop a shared sense of ownership and support for the
monitoring questions and associated indicators
Provide opportunities to design and carry out multi-party
monitoring
Education on the forests diverse ecological, social, and economic
resources.
Work with partners and continue public collaboration
Learn of other monitoring information available
Improve the plan monitoring program
Assist with adaptive management

•

Plan Revision Public Review and
Comment (DEIS)
Plan Revision Objection period
(Final EIS)
Implementation &
Monitoring

•
•

•
•
•
•
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Wild & Scenic
Rivers Phase
Identification of
Study Rivers
(Completed)
Evaluating River
Eligibility &
Classification
Management of
Eligible Rivers

Purpose of public engagement

Wilderness Phase
Inventory

Purpose of public engagement
• Discuss the wilderness process, and why it is being undertaken as
part of plan revision
• Involve the public in the development of inventory criteria
• Share inventory draft maps developed by the criteria and invite
public feedback on modifications before finalizing the map
• Involve the public in the development of evaluation criteria
• To share and gather feedback on the evaluation results
• Share evaluation draft maps developed by the criteria and invite
public feedback on modifications before finalizing the map
• Share the intent of the alternatives being developed and involve
the public in determining criteria for determining which polygons
(areas) will be included in each alternative
• Official written comments as part of the DEIS for plan revision

Evaluation

Analysis

•
•
•
•
•

Educate the public on the Wild and Scenic River Process
Help identify what to stream or river segments to evaluate
Gather feedback on potential outstandingly remarkable values
Evaluate potentially eligible segments
Comment on draft classifications

•

Assist in the development of management direction for eligible
segments
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The Process

The diagram below illustrate the major phases of the entire plan revision process

* The Wilderness and Wild & Scenic Rivers processes must be completed at this time for inclusion in the Draft EIS. Refer to the Plan Revision Website for more information.

The Assessment Phase was completed in March 2017. The engagement efforts during this time are illustrated in the diagram below.
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The Plan Development Phase is the current focus of the engagement effort and is illustrated below.
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Communication and Participation Methods

To enable proactive, meaningful participation and collaboration and timely, transparent
information sharing, the Tonto National Forest will use a variety of tools. The following sections
detail specific communication and participation tools and methods that may be used during
each phase of the process. These are based on participant suggestions during Listening Sessions,
Organizing for Public Participation Workshops, feedback from previously held public meetings,
and the planning team’s own experience.

Communication, Outreach and Information Sharing

A diverse range of tools will be used to ensure announcements and information reach as many
people as possible. During Organizing for Public Participation Workshops, participants shared
that in order to sustain involvement over the long planning process, it is critical to provide
ongoing updates and information through many different types of outlets. The following tools
will be used and adapted, as appropriate, throughout all planning phases. Additional tools will
be added as the process develops.
•

Plan Revision Website: www.fs.usda.gov/goto/tontoplan is the dedicated website for this
process and will provide upcoming meeting announcements, meeting notes, videos,
maps, and key documents.

•

Email distribution list: Upcoming meeting announcement and relevant documents will be
shared via the growing email distribution list (to be added, please email
tontoplan@fs.fed.us or go to tontoplan). As the process continues, announcements
tailored to specific interests may be developed (e.g. “wildlife update”).

•

Media announcements and press releases: Press releases will be developed to inform
stakeholders of upcoming meetings, documents and materials available for review, and
updates of overall planning progress. Efforts will be made to access a wide variety of
media, including television, radio and internet.

•

Social media: Throughout the process the TNF will make use of the Forest Twitter
account, YouTube and Tumblr. There may also be the opportunity for partners to share
information and announcements through their own Facebook, Instagram, Tumblr, or
other social media sites.

•

Brochures, handouts, flyers and other informational documents: Educational materials
will be produced throughout the process to help communicate key aspects of the
planning process as simply as possible. These will be shared during meetings, and made
available on the plan revision website.

•

Plan Revision Briefing Paper: A briefing paper will be developed to help record and share
progress as the plan develops. This will be made available online and in hardcopy at
meetings, community events and at ranger district offices.

•

Video/podcast: Throughout the process, educational and informational videos and
podcasts may be developed and posted on the plan revision website, or shared via
YouTube or other social media. As the planning process develops, there may be
opportunities for the public to make and post their own videos/podcasts as well.

Participation Toolbox

During Listening Sessions and Organizing for Public Participation Workshops, participants shared
many ideas about how to effectively sustain interest and involvement over time. Many of these
focused on the importance of making sure “newcomers” to the process are up-to-speed,
utilizing topic-specific meetings and working groups, and taking advantage of partner
organizations to help extend the breadth and depth of participation. Participants also expressed
a strong desire for a variety of in-person and virtual engagement opportunities. As much as
possible, in-person sessions will be geographically distributed over the forest, making it possible
for the widest distribution of stakeholders to participate. Virtual methods will be used to
expand participation options.
During the Assessment Phase (2014 – late 2016), participation will focus on gathering local
knowledge on current resource conditions and trends, identifying areas of key interest or
concern, and providing input to help establish the “Need for Change” (i.e. the rationale for
updating the forest plan. Several of the assessment activities have already been completed.
During the Plan Revision Phase (2017 – 2019), participation will focus on clearly defining the
planning issues, working collaboratively to develop potential management solutions and craft
these into cohesive management alternatives. Specific participation methods will vary
depending on the scope and range of management issues under considerations.
The Implementation and Monitoring Phase (2019-2034) will continue through the life of the
Plan. During this time, participation will focus on carrying out multi-party monitoring and
working with the forest on adaptive management issues.
The table below details specific methods that may be used throughout the process, and the
phases for which they will be the most useful.
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Participation Method
Listening Sessions (January 2014): These sessions provided an opportunity for the Tonto National
Forest to learn more about how communities and stakeholders work together, how local issues may
present challenges for engagement, and how groups and individuals would like to work together in
this Forest Plan Revision process.
Organizing for Public Participation Workshops (March 2014): The workshops sought specific input
from stakeholders about how people want to participate in this planning process.

Phase*
1 2 3
x

x

Community Forums: Forums provide an educational background to specific resource management
issues and could include presentations by neutral experts and/or TNF staff, panel discussions,
participant discussion and further issues identification.
A set of 8 Assessment Forums (May-July 2014) held across the Forest, featured joint presentations by
TNF and partners, followed by participant discussion on topic-based values and concerns.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

A set of 3 Wild & Scenic Rivers Education Forums (June 2016) held in Globe, Payson, and
Scottsdale was a public engagement opportunity to learn about Wild and Scenic Rivers, share
perspectives on the values of eligible streams, and use online tools.
Community Meeting/Workshops: May be held at any time throughout the planning process to share
information, update stakeholders, solicit feedback and ensure transparency.
Needs to Change Public Meetings in September/October 2016 were designed to share findings and
comments from the draft Assessment Report and to collaborate with the public to narrow Need for
Change themes.
Open houses and events: To keep activities as local as possible events at ranger stations and/or other
local venues may help keep local communities involved. These could include basic informational
sessions, “office hours” for public Q/A with rangers or more interactive sessions.
Community events: Hosting booths and tables at community events throughout the Forest will help
to reach a wider number of participants and spread awareness of the plan revision process. In
addition to being simply informational, booths can provide an opportunity to collect information and
ideas from participants in a variety of ways.

x

As of January 2017, the Tonto National Forest has participated in over 80 fairs, farmers markets,
conferences, and other events to spread awareness of the plan revision process.
Plan Revision Website: In additional to providing access to relevant documents and meeting notes,
www.fs.usda.gov/goto/tontoplan will also foster interaction with stakeholders via online feedback
forms, virtual discussions and interactive mapping. As planning proceeds, web-based tools may be
used to help participants grapple with complex concepts and share detailed information. The
identified resource management issues will help to define how web-based tools will be used.
Webinars/Virtual meetings: Periodic virtual meetings may be convened to enable participation from
across the Forest as well as regional and national stakeholders.
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Phase*

Participation Method

1 2 3
Issue-based working groups/focus groups: Smaller sessions may be dedicated to specific resource
management issues or geographic areas. These could be single meetings or on-going working groups
that meet periodically. Partners could co-convene.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Interactive Mapping Tools: Collaborative mapping tools may be used to allow stakeholder to
comment on specific features or an area within the forest, allowing for spatial awareness of places of
importance or areas of concern on the forest.
During the Wild & Scenic Rivers Process the public provided comments using a web based interactive
mapping tool where they were able to provide their feedback on the Outstandingly Remarkable
Values present on a stream or river.
Field trips: Field trips will provide opportunities for TNF and stakeholders to explore issues and
potential solutions together. The issues identified and participant interest will determine topic,
number and range of field trips. During Implementation and Monitoring, field trips can provide
opportunities for multi-party monitoring and assessment.
Meeting-in-a-box: Providing opportunities for stakeholder groups to meet independently of TNF
staff is an important way to increase participation and outreach in the face of limited Forest Service
staffing resources. A Meeting-in-a-box provides everything a partner organization needs to run their
own meeting or discussion, including detailed instructions and a clear method for sharing results with
the plan revision team.
Photo mapping: Participants are encouraged to share photos of their favorite places in the Tonto
National Forest and explain why the place is special to them. Images will be shared via an online
gallery of geo-tagged photos, and used to help identify values and places of importance. As planning
continues, additional photo projects may help develop more detail on specific management issues
and concerns.
Smartphone apps: There may be an opportunity to utilize existing smart phone apps for sharing
ideas, information and images.
Office Hours: The Tonto National Forest Planning team will have open office hours available the third
Tuesday of every month from 1pm – 4pm for stakeholders to come speak to the Plan Revision Team.

* Phase 1 = Assessment, Phase 2 = Plan Revision, Phase 3 = Implementation and Monitoring
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x

x

x

x

x

Targeted Methods

Throughout the planning process there will be a focus on engaging harder to reach stakeholders,
including minorities and youth. During Organizing for Public Participation workshops,
participants stressed the importance of “going to the people,” meaning making an extra effort
to reach people where they are (such as churches and schools) and participating in existing
community meetings and events. As much as possible, this will be done throughout the planning
phases. Particularly with respect to youth, using innovative and creative communication and
outreach methods such as social media, television, music and video will also be prioritized.
In addition to the communication and participation methods mentioned above, tailored
methods may include:
Broader engagement
In order to expand participation across large geography, engage publics that don’t normally
attend USFS meetings, families and others with limited time, methods could include:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Existing meetings/events: At each phase of the planning process a short, interactive
presentation will be developed that can be shared during a slot on the agenda of an
existing organizational or community meeting.
Work with partners to:
o Distribute and gather information through their own networks
o Convene and co-host focus groups and other meetings
o Provide useful input on most effective methods
Diverse venues: For posting notifications, staffing a booth or other ideas, go to where TNF
stakeholders already go such as large stores (e.g., Cabelas, REI, OHV dealers, BassPro)
Meetings held at a variety of times: holding meetings at different times during the day so
that the needs can be met for our diverse range of stakeholder groups.
Accessible language: Use clearly communicated, concise information.
Hard copy newsletters (by request) for those without internet access
Use of appropriate technology:
o Social media, web tools and smart phone apps: Pinterest, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,
etc.
o Viral videos: Short, engaging educational/information sharing video posts on YouTube or
Vimeo
o Web-based public meetings: use GoToMeeting, Mindmixer.com, or other tools
o Online, clear, user friendly maps: use Google Earth and interactive mapping tools for
geographic information sharing and input gathering

Latino
The Forest worked with Voces, LLC, a group specializing in Latino outreach and engagement, in
October 2014. The purpose of this work is to develop and deploy effective processes that will
create sustainable connections between the Latino community in the metro Phoenix and the
Globe / Miami / Superior, AZ areas and the Tonto National Forest. These connections will serve
both the Forest Service and the Latino community to facilitate the following:
a. Education of Latinos about National Forests
b. Latino participation in Forest Plan revision
c. Latino connection with and support for the Tonto National Forest
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d. Increased use of the Tonto National Forest by Latinos
e. Recruitment of Latinos for positions / jobs with Tonto National Forest
f. Long term positive engagement of Latinos with Tonto and other National Forest
After interviews with 30 individuals and 18+ organizations in Phoenix and the Globe-Miami area,
Voces, LLC recommended the following behavior-based recommendations for effective
connection and engagement:
1. Develop strong connections with the Latino community through at least three of the
Latino social service entities.
• Develop a specific engagement strategy
• Senior leadership and staff personally contact and connect with these entities
• Plan for engagement using project planning methods
• Execute engagement plan
2. Create a strong brand of Tonto National Forest in Latino community through:
• Spanish language media, both radio and print
• Social service partner endorsement to promote Tonto
• Connection with students and their families through schools
3. Create a program in Latino serving middle and high schools modeled on "Generation
Green" of the Central California Consortium.
4. Develop self-study training materials to create knowledge and skills in Tonto staff to
carry out each recommendation.
5. Develop connections and partnerships with Latino I Hispanic businesses in Phoenix to
connect with their customers and engage them as suppliers
Youth
• Programs that work with youth: 4H, FFA, Scouts, Boys and Girls Club, Environthon, and
other youth development programs to better connect youth to recreation opportunities
and to develop a sense of stewardship and appreciation of the Tonto NF
• Youth forum/committee: Convene a youth forum/committee to provide input to the
process from the youth perspective. This could be a single event, or an ongoing working
group(s). These may be integrated into local schools, or through youth groups such as
4H, FFA or Girl and Boy Scouts.
• Programs, curriculum and projects for classroom settings: Identify and work with
existing youth programs (e.g., Audubon River Pathways) to develop a new ready-to-use
curriculum that will help make it easy for teachers to incorporate plan revision related
topics into their curriculum. Engage high school and college science, civics and other
teachers as partners in the forest plan revision process.
• Youth storytelling and photo mapping: Digital media may help spark young people’s
interest. Posting photos and/or developing digital stories may be a way to help identify
youth priorities, issues and concerns on the forest.
• Youth visioning: A youth-focused visioning process could be conducted through inperson meetings or virtually.
• Social media: Make use of social media and other youth oriented, youth driven
technology
• Engaging families: Identify and prioritize opportunities for engaging youth and families
through existing events (see Public Involvement page on website).
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•

Go to them: In addition to schools and existing programs, explore other options for
reaching young people such as sporting events, city buses, etc.

Permittees
• Focus groups: Permittee specific meetings or workshops
• Information sharing: Permittee list serves, permittee specific interviews/questionnaires
or briefings, dedicated pages(s) on tontoplan.org or other permittee specific website
Tribes
• Government-to-government: Several laws and policies require that the Forest Service
establish direct, regular, and meaningful consultation and collaboration with Tribes on a
government-to-government basis. Forest Service decision makers are responsible for
developing mutually acceptable procedures and protocols that afford Tribes the
opportunity to provide information and recommendations to the plan revision process.
• Community Meetings: Hold meetings in tribal communities to stimulate discussion
about forest use, management and other issues of concern to tribes, and to gather input
useful for plan revision. Work to increase understanding of forest management issues
by tribal community members, tribal leadership and agency representatives, and Forest
Service personnel.

Overcoming Other Common Challenges
Coordination with Other Planning Efforts
Coordination with other agencies: As part of an all-lands approach, convene inter-agency
planning meetings to share information, coordinate across plans and planning efforts, and
collaborate on cross cutting topics (e.g., outdoor recreation, open space, etc.) in order to:
• Increase efficiency
• Consistency across plans
• Build synergy and engagement
• Share lessons
• Share relevant data
• Align timelines
• Improve the quality of all plans
• Communicate an integrated approach to stakeholders (“matrix of plans”)
Engagement Over Large Geographic Area
• Web-based options: Offer opportunities for people to participate only on their topic of
interest, and to engage through moderated online forums, webinars, online feedback
tools, and other virtual methods.
• Multi-media approach: Use various media options to reach and engage urban, rural,
dispersed, seasonal visitors, regional and national stakeholders, and others. Media
options could include: Radio PSAs, public radio/NPR, local newsletters, Arizona
Highways, Arizona Republic, Payson Roundup, Copper Country News, Arizona Silver Belt,
Sonoran News, Mesa Independent, East Valley Tribune, Hispanic Networks, Tribal
Newspapers, AAA Highroads, mypleasantvalleycc.com, interest group magazines, etc.
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Sustaining Involvement Over Time
• Maintain regular communication and outreach: Ensure ongoing information sharing and
progress updates using multiple methods, including email list, website, social and traditional
media, topic specific updates (and option to subscribe to topic of choice), etc.
• Maintain easily accessed documentation on process and outcomes: Keep website updated
• Inform new participants: Create overview materials for new participants to get up to speed, and
regularly offer a short orientation session before the start of each event.
Clearly convey timeline, milestones, progress and participation outcomes so people can
see progress and how input has been utilized
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Appendix A: Sample Public Participation Requirements Checklist
Pre-Assessment
1. Conduct a stakeholder analysis

2. Conduct an internal capacity assessment and form a public involvement team

3A. Determine how you will develop strategic relationships with Federal, State,
local and tribal governments, who will be responsible for assisting with this, and
produce an external agency communication plan and a tribal nations
communication plan
3B. Determine how you will develop strategic relationships with youth, lowincome and minority populations and identify trusted community contacts, who
will be responsible for assisting with this, and produce a youth, low-income and
minority population communication plan

Public Participation Strategy

4. Develop public participation strategy with the full planning team and others as
needed
5. Vet the public participation strategy with the national forest leadership team
and responsible officials

6. Finalize the first version of the strategy by having the Forest Supervisor sign it
and then make it publicly available

7. Periodically update the strategy as new information is gained, repeating steps
4-6 above, as needed

Phase One: Forest Assessment

8. Initiate the assessment phase (Federal Register Notice)

9. Assess 15 specific elements and existing broader-scale monitoring and begin
to describe the distinctive roles and contributions of the plan area within the
broader landscape – Provide opportunities for public and governmental entities
to participate, review and provide feedback. Include external assessments of
landscape (e.g. State forest action plans, partner conservation strategies or
assessments)
10A. Geographic extent of influence of social and economic contributions of the
planning area on surrounding communities and the broader landscape – Make
available for public review and feedback
10B. Wild and Scenic Rivers Inventory – Make available for public review and
feedback

10C. Potential Species of Conservation Concern List – Make available for public
review and feedback
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10D. How best available scientific information was used – Create opportunities
for the public to understand how BASI was used
11. Draft Assessment Report – Make available for public review and feedback
12. Final Assessment Report – Make publicly available

Phase Two: Forest Plan Development

13. Initiate the development of a proposed action (forest plan revision or
amendment) including the preliminary need to change (Federal Register notice)
– Accept and document public feedback on the draft and use feedback to draft
plan components

14. Review land use and management plans of other governments/agencies, per
219.4(b)(2) and from FSH 1909.12 chapter 20. Consult or coordinate with other
state, local, and federal agencies, tribes and Native Alaska Corporations and
formally invite them to participate as cooperating agencies

15. Wilderness Inventory – Make available for public review and feedback

16B. Best Available Scientific Information – Gather public feedback regarding the
accuracy, reliability, and relevance of scientific information used for
development of the plan (plan components and monitoring)
17. Develop potential plan components and other plan content including
monitoring – Include the public prior to drafting plan components in order to
earn support, particularly for controversial topics

NEPA Requirements

18A. Publish Notice of intent including the draft forest plan and updated need to
change (Federal Register Notice – 30-45 days) – Option to combine your notice
of initiation with the initiation of public scoping

18B. Ensure that the objection process and what constitutes objector eligibility is
described in any notices or other public materials used to initiate this designated
public scoping comment opportunity; be clear that this designated public
comment period will be used to establish eligibility to object later based on the
submittal of substantive formal comments
19. Cooperating agency review and tribal consultation

20. Scoping Results – Inform the public of scoping results
21. Scope the Preliminary Proposed Plan

22. Develop alternatives and draft environmental impact statement

23A. Notice of availability of draft forest plan and draft environmental impact
statement (Federal Register Notice sent to EPA - 90 day comment period;)

23B. Ensure that the objection process and what constitutes objector eligibility is
described in any notices or other public materials used to initiate this designated
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public comment opportunity on the draft Plan and draft EIS; be clear that this
designated public comment period will be used to establish eligibility to object
later based on the submittal of substantive formal comments
24. Notice of availability of final environmental impact statement and draft
record of decision, initiating the objection filing period

Pre-Decisional Objection Process

25. Objection filing period (Federal Register Notice and notice to eligible public 60 days)
26. Publish and post notice of eligible objections received (newspaper of record
and website - 10 days)
27. Objection review. Conduct an independent review of eligible objections and
possible resolution of objection issues; hold objection resolution meetings, as
needed or desired. Issue written response to objections (90 days; can be
extended)
28. Issue final forest plan and final record of decision, that is consistent with
instructions provided in the written response to objection (Federal Register
notice)
29. Begin implementation – 30 days

Phase Three: Monitoring

30. Monitoring Implementation – develop opportunities for public participation
in monitoring when possible

31. Monitoring results – Plan monitoring report (two year) must be made
publicly available and provide opportunity for feedback. Documented results for
broader-scale monitoring (five year) must be made publicly available.

32. Amend or revise plan components or administrative change – If the results of
monitoring indicate there is a need to amend or revise plan components, public
participation will follow NEPA requirements including providing a notice to the
public of the intended change and consideration of public comment. All other
administrative changes may be made following a public notice.
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